DEFINITIONS

**World Geography**

- It comes from a Greek word meaning “writing about,” or “describing,” the earth. It is the study of where people, places, and things are located and of the ways in which things relate to each other. It provides a way to discover and organize information regarding many aspects of the world. It explores the earth’s surface and the various processes that shape it. It also examines the people of the world, their distinct cultures and economies, and the complex relationships that develop between people and their environments. *(Baerwald, Thomas J. (2003). *World geography: building a global perspective*. New Jersey: Prentice Hall.)*

- It is a discipline that studies spatial patterns in the human and physical world. Geographers examine where and how the human and natural features of Earth’s surface are distributed, how they relate to each other, and how they change over time. Geographers examine patterns that exist on Earth’s surface, such as the distribution of language or vegetation cover. They attempt to explain such patterns, how they are changing, and what they might become. *(Bradshaw, Michael. (2004). *Contemporary world regional geography: global connections, local voices*. Boston: McGraw-Hill.)*

**BOOKS**

*Circulation Section
3rd Floor*


Allen, John L. (2005) *McGraw-Hill's atlas of world events: the key political, economic, demographic and environmental issues that are shaping the world today*. 911 Al427

*Countries of the world and their leaders yearbook 2003*. (2002). Ref 909.828 C855


*Hutchinson places of the world*. (2001). Ref 910.3 H975


Capolla, Jill (2000) *Junior Worldmark encyclopedia of world cities*. Ref 910.3 J95
Mason, Antony. (2002). People around the world. Ref 910 M398

World Cultures and Geography : Critical Thinking Transparencies. (2007). Prof P910 W927

Grade School Library
CB Building

Williams, Brian (2004) Question & answer encyclopedia : around the world. Ref 910.03 W721

AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS

Audio-Visual Center (AVC)
2nd Floor

Glencoe world geography : audio program [Sound Recording].
by Boehm, Richard G.
MP3 910 G558

Mindpoint quizshow : world geography: building a global perspective [Electronic Resources].
CDR 911 M663

World geography : a global perspective [Video Recording]
VR 910 W927

ELECTRONIC JOURNALS

Accessible thru HAU Library Webpage
Proquest 5000

- Bulletin of Geography. Socio-economic Series
- Economic Geography
- Focus On Geography
- Geography
- Journal of Geography and Geology
- Journal of Geography in Higher Education
- The Journal of Geography
- Progress in Human Geography
- Progress in Physical Geography
- Social Geography
- Teaching Geography
INTERNET RESOURCES

Multimedia/CD-Rom Station and Internet Workstation
2nd 3rd Floor

Geography from Geography.org.

This site is an online learning resource for teachers, teachers, parents and children where they can have fun learning about geography. It specifically provides information about climate, flags, maps, geology, country codes, and airport codes of each country.

Geography World from Geographyworldonline.com.

This site provides essential information of the different concepts of geography.


This site provides an online world atlas which includes maps and geographical information for the following entities: alphabetical listing of countries and continents, blank outline maps of each country, countries listed by continent & region, u.s. states and territories, world oceans, every territory, colony, country, and dependency - the CIAworld factbook.

World Geography from Factmonster.

This site provides essential information of the different concepts of geography.
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